Micklefield School Curriculum Overview for Year 5 (September 2020- July 2021)
English
Reading
 Read & discuss a broad range of
genres & texts including
narrative poetry, dialogue
 Identify & discuss themes
 Make recommendations to
others
 Learn poetry by heart
 Draw inference & make
predictions
 Discuss authors’ use of language
Retrieve & present information
from non-fiction texts.
 Carry out formal presentations
& participate in debates












Art & Design

Writing
Demonstrate secure spelling
including homophones, prefixes,
silent letters
Use a thesaurus
Demonstrate legible, fluent
handwriting
Plan writing to suit audience &
purpose
Develop character, setting and
atmosphere in narratives
Use organisational & presentational
features
Use consistent appropriate tense
Proof-read
Perform own compositions

Grammar
 Use expanded noun phrases
 Use modal & passive verbs
 Use relative clauses
 Use commas for clauses
 Use brackets, dashes
& commas for parenthesis
Speaking & Listening
 Give well-structured
explanations
 Consider & evaluate different
viewpoints
 Use appropriate register

Geometry & Measures










Data
Interpret tables & line graphs
Solve questions about line graphs

Science









Our changing world
(Observing life cycles through the year)
The circle of life
(Living things, reproduction & habitats)
Feel the force
The earth and beyond
Materials everywhere!
(Sorting & testing materials)
Healthy heart
(Keeping healthy & the circulatory system)
Marvellous mixtures! All change
(Properties & changes of materials including
irreversible changes)
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Fractions

Convert between different units
Calculate perimeter of composite
shapes & area of rectangles
Estimate volume & capacity
Identify 3-d shapes
Measure & identify angles
Understand regular polygons
Reflect & translate shapes








Compare & order fractions
Add & subtract fractions with
common denominators, with
mixed numbers
Multiply fractions by units
Write decimals as fractions
Order & round decimal numbers
Calculate percentages & link
percentages to fractions &
decimals

History







Understand the meaning of still life work
Explore light & shadow
Work from life to compose & record still life
arrangements in different media
Investigate containers from different cultures & times
Learn about the work of contemporary craftspeople &
the variety of materials used to make containers
Explore how artists use different ways to convey
emotions & ideas in their work
Facial expressions
Calligram portraits







Design & Technology


Mathematics
Number/Calculation
 Secure place value to 1,000,000
 Use negative whole numbers in
context
 Use Roman numerals to 1000
(M)
 Use standard written methods
for all four operations
 Confidently add & subtract
mentally
 Use vocabulary of prime, factor
& multiple
 Multiply & divide by powers of
ten
 Use square and cube numbers





Investigate the Tudors through the story of Henry
VIII’s marriages.
Learn about Tudor explorers, what life was like,
what they knew of the world, where they travelled
Discover the effects of Tudor exploration
Learn about the Aztecs, finding out about who they
were, what their daily life was like, Aztec religion,
the causes and consequences of the end of the
Aztec Empire
Develop critical thinking skills through examination
& questioning of sources & through prioritising
causes & consequences




Computing


Understand how the internet works & the difference
between the internet & www
Understand the importance of online safety &
password security
Understand how search engines rank results
Design & create content for work on the Tudor
explorers combining content from different apps
Decompose & recreate a maze game in Scratch using
sequence, selection & repetition
Design own program for a game in Scratch or code a
Sphero







Geography


Learn about controlling movement with a cam
mechanism as part of a simple toy
Spring Bird Home Builders
Bridges

Investigate water including water treatment
processes, the hydrological cycle, water problems
around the world, our local geology
Investigate rivers in the UK & Europe
Study the coast including the geology of the UK
coastline, coastal features, coastal erosion &
defences and learn from case studies
Plot a road trip across North America to include
interesting geographical features





Modern

Languages

Music


Rigolo 2 units 1-7
 Introductory conversations
 Talk about school
 Talk about food
 Find out about places in France
 Talk about holidays
 Talk about homes
 Provide information about activities

Physical


















Education

Athletics
Boys Cricket, Girls Cricket
Dance as part of Y5 & Y6 production
Boys Football, Girls Football
Gymnastics
Health Related Fitness
Girls Hockey & Netball
Boys Rugby
Swimming
Outdoor & Adventurous Activities (PGL)

Perform with control & expression in solo &
ensemble contexts
Improvise & compose using dimensions of music
Listen to detail and recall sounds with increasing
aural memory
Identify families of instruments & ensemble
combinations
Use & understand basics of staff notation
Develop an understanding of music from around
the world

Religious











Education

How did Jesus’ teaching challenge people?
What is the ‘golden rule’? - & are they all the same?
How do people celebrate new life?
Why is light an important sign at Christmas?
What helps Hindus to worship?
How do Christians know what happened at Easter?
What does it mean to be a Muslim?
How can a mosque help us to understand the
Muslim faith?
How do the pillars of Islam help Muslims live a good
life?
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Micklefield School Personal, Social, Health and Economic education (PSHE) Overview for Year 5
Year 5 PSHE
Social and Emotional Aspects of Learning (SEAL) themes
No Outsiders – Everyone Welcome at Micklefield
These whole school themes focus on five social and emotional aspects of learning:
self-awareness, managing feelings, motivation, empathy and social skills. Aspects
•Teaching children to respect and accept difference and diversity
of each of the SEAL themes are included within the PSHE topics for each year
•Using the Equality Act 2010 (British Law) as a solid foundation
group.
•Preparing children for life in Modern Britain and the future
•New beginnings
•Teaching British Values and linking them in with our special Micklefield Values
•Getting on and falling out / Say no to bullying
•Going for goals!
•Good to be me
•Relationships
•Changes
Living in the Wider World
Relationships
Health and Wellbeing
Citizenship and Culture
Healthy Relationships
Keeping Healthy
Economic and Financial Wellbeing
Feelings and Emotions
Staying Safe
Including learning:
Including learning:
Including learning:
*about our global community and the varied
*about words that help to describe the range and
*about the choices your pupils can make about their
institutions that support communities locally
intensity of their feelings to others
health and wellbeing and what influences their
*about racism and extremism and how we can
*about what constitutes a positive, healthy
choices
respond to it
relationship
*about goal setting and the importance of having high
*about human rights and children’s rights
*about how our actions can affect ourselves and
aspirations
*about different kinds of responsibilities, rights and
others
*how to help others feel valued
duties
*about challenging stereotypes
*how to get support if they have fears for themselves
*that different cultures can have different practices
*about discrimination, teasing, bullying and
or their peers
and traditions and that these may sometimes be
aggressive behaviour and its effect on others
*about abuse and the right to protect oneself from
illegal
*about puberty and body changes
inappropriate and unwanted contact
*how finance plays an important part in people’s lives *about human reproduction in the context of the
*about legal and Illegal drugs
and to become a critical consumer
human lifecycle
*about keeping safe, risks, pressure and effects
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